Top Five Reasons to Choose Sync
as Your POS System
Providing a top-notch guest experience is paramount to ensuring increased in-center spending, return visits, and guest loyalty, all
of which contribute to increased proftability. The best point-of-sale (POS) systems are designed specifcally for family entertainment
centers (FECs) to positively enhance the guest experience by improving the reservation and wait processes, streamlining staf services,
and automating personalized marketing messages and special ofers. On the back-end, you need to be able to count on your POS to
manage payments fawlessly and generate data to help you make both everyday and critical business decisions. Sync® is a robust,
fully integrated, cloud-based POS system, designed specifcally for FECs to meet all these needs and more.

Here are just fve of the many reasons to choose Sync as your
FEC’s POS system:

1

Designed for Family Entertainment Centers

2

Automates Your Marketing

Sync is the only FEC network system that aligns guest activity with what’s happening behind the
front desk and what goes on in your back ofce. Sync combines a powerful suite of POS, center
management, and marketing tools with the most advanced bowling scoring features, all in one
seamlessly integrated system. Just as important, Sync is the only FEC POS system that ofers a
24-hour support line.

With very little setup and minimal attention afer that, Sync executes a variety of marketing tactics
that continue to boost your bottom line day afer day. Data collected by Sync POS helps you create,
manage, track, and distribute ofers and coupons via print or social media. Sync provides the deepest
visibility to the total revenue (bowling, other attractions, food and beverage, in-center spending)
associated with each ofer. No other POS system can touch Sync’s ability to provide data and
actionable insights that will positively impact your marketing, ofers, products — and revenue.

Continued on page 2.
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Includes Robust Tools for Increased Proftability
Sync lets you accurately calculate, collect, and track every dollar spent anywhere in your center — all
in one easy-to-operate system. FECs of any shape or size can customize products and screen layouts
to build the optimal POS interface and functionality for their specifc needs. Inventory management
tools improve order-flling accuracy and reduce waste/spoilage. Sync provides TimePro® to help
you keep wages and salaries under control and make employee scheduling easier. Sync’s analysis
and reporting tools provide the powerful insight you need. The Daily Dashboard tabulates sales
by category, total lineage by frames/hours, and more; reports all fnancial, attraction usage, and
inventory usage needs; and provides comprehensive audit preparation and XML-based interface
support for modern accounting platforms.
State-of-the-Art Technology
Sync is intuitive, user-friendly, comes with excellent training support, and is an all-in-one system,
making it easy to use for staf, customers — and you. Leading-edge technologies result in a system
that performs far more functions far more powerfully than any other FEC management system on
the market. Sync is cloud-enabled, protecting vital customer data from loss, with enterprise-grade
functionality, allowing you to access data and marketing tools from anywhere at any time.
Delivers the Best Guest Experience
Sync POS features powerful guest-management tools that improve table and lane management,
facilitate internet reservations, and reduce wait times. Sync lets customers use Facebook, other
social networks, or Sync Passport to reserve activities, tables, and other products/packages
(parties, etc.); provides text updates and estimated wait times; and eliminates the potential for
double-booking a time slot or resource. Owner/operators using Sync have reported lineage increases
of up to 30 percent. And since Sync POS is fully integrated with Customer Relationship Manager
(CRM) features, guest information is captured for future marketing.
Sync POS cares for the most intricate point-of-sale needs and is created specifcally for FECs of all
shapes and sizes. Dynamic product creation and screen layout let any center build its optimal POS
interface and functionality. Sync delivers innovative POS functionality and reliability on par with rival
enterprise solutions but is custom-designed for FECs that want to increase sales, automate a more
efective marketing program, and better manage their operations.
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